Hebrew history and literature, half fabulous as it is, is better than
no history and no literature; and I neither regret nor resent my
own Bible education, especially as my mind soon grew strong
enough to take it at its real value. At worst the Bible gives a
child a better start in life than the gutter.
This testimonial will please our Bible idolaters; but it must
not for a moment soothe them into believing that their fetichism
can now be defended by the plea that it was better to be Noah
or Abraham or Sir Isaac Newton than a London street arab.
Street arabs are not very common in these days of compulsory
attendance at the public elementary school. The alternative to the
book of Genesis at present is not mere ignorant nescience, but
H. G. Wells's Outline of History, and the host of imitations
and supplements which its huge success has called into existence.
Within the last two hundred years a body of history, literature,
poetry, science, and art has been inspired and created by pre-
cisely the same mysterious impulse that inspired and created the
Bible. In all these departments it leaves the Bible just nowhere.
It is the Bible-educated human who is now the ignoramus. If
you doubt it, try jojpass an examination for any practical em-
ployment by giving Bible, answers to the examiners' questions.
You will be fortunate if you are merely plucked and not certified
as a lunatic. Throughout the whole range of Science which the
Bible was formerly supposed to cover with an infallible authority,
it is now hopelessly supersededs with one exception. That excep-
tion is the science of theology, which is still so completely off the
ground—so metaphysical, as the learned say, that our materialist
scientists contemptuously deny it the right to call itself science
at all.
But there is no surer symptom of a sordid and fundamentally
stupid mind, however powerful it may be in many practical
activities, than a contempt for metaphysics. A person may be
supremely able as a mathematician, engineer, parliamentary
tactician or racing bookmaker; but if that person has contem-
plated the universe all through life without ever asking "What
the devil does it all mean?" he (or she) is one of those people
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